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Approach to this presentation
§ Mixed approach to article identification:
§ Started with structured approach
§ (akin to ACP “update” sessions)

§ Augment with “what seemed interesting” approach

§ Learned a lot from doing this last four years
§ Tracked manuscripts throughout the year
§ Intended to spread work out…
…still worked down to the wire

§ So, what was my approach…

Source of Content for Session
§ Literature review:
§ Initial search by MESH terms:
§ "Biomedical Research"[Mesh] AND "Informatics"[Mesh] AND
"2014/01/01"[PDat] : "2015/02/01"[Pdat]
§ Resulted in 118 articles

§ Additional articles found via:
§ Recommendations from colleagues
§ Other keyword searches using terms like:
§ Clinical Trials, Clinical Research, Informatics, Translational, Data
Warehouse, Research Registries, Recruitment

§ Yielding 308 total, from which…
§ 99 were CRI relevant

§ From those, I’ve selected 42 representative papers that
I’ll present here (briefly)

Clinical and Translational Research & Informatics:
T1, T2, and Areas of Overlap for Informatics
Shaded CRI Region is Main Area of Focus

Embi & Payne, JAMIA 2009

Session caveats
§ What this is not…
§ A systematic review of the literature
§ An exhaustive review

§ What this is…
§ My best attempt at briefly covering some of the
representative CRI literature from the past year
§ A snap-shot of excellent CRI activity over past year+
§ What I thought was particularly notable

Topics
§ Grouped 42 articles into several CRI categories
(admittedly, not all CRI areas)
§
§
§
§
§

Data Sharing and Re-Use
Methods and Systems in CRI
Recruitment and Eligibility
Policy & Perspectives
Trends in CRI

§ In each category, I’ll highlight a few key articles
and then given a quick “shout out” to some others
§ Conclude with notable events from the past year

Apologies up front
§ I’m CERTAIN I’ve missed a lot of great work
§ I’m REALLY SORRY about that

Clinical Data Sharing and Re-Use for Research

Use of the i2b2 research query tool to conduct a
matched case–control clinical research study:
advantages, disadvantages and methodological
considerations

(Johnson EK, et al. BMC Medical Research Methodology. 2014)
§ Objective: Describe use of i2b2
research query tool and EMR at
Boston Children’s Hospital in
conducting a case-controlled
clinical study
§ Methods: Analyzed the process
of using i2b2 and the EMR
together to generate a complete
research database for a case–
control study that sought to
examine risk factors for kidney
stones among gastrostomy tube
(G-tube) fed children.
§ To assemble the database for this
study, a multi-step process was
followed (Figure 1)

Use of the i2b2 research query tool to conduct a matched case–
control clinical research study: advantages, disadvantages and
methodological considerations
(Johnson EK, et al. BMC Medical Research Methodology. 2014)
§ Results: Final case cohort consisted of 41/177 (23%) of potential cases
initially identified by i2b2, who were matched with 80/486 (17%) of potential
controls. Cases were 10 times more likely to be excluded for inaccurate
coding regarding stones vs. inaccurate coding regarding G-tubes. A majority
(67%) of cases were excluded due to not meeting clinical inclusion criteria,
whereas a majority of control exclusions (72%) occurred due to inadequate
clinical data necessary for study completion. Full dataset assembly required
complementary information from i2b2 and the EMR.

§ Conclusions: i2b2 was useful (critical) as a query analysis tool for patient
identification in this case–control study. Patient identification via procedural
coding appeared more accurate compared with diagnosis coding.
Completion of study required iterative interplay of i2b2 and the EMR to
assemble the study cohort. Caveats for us as we attempt to use such
resources as primary sources for such research.

Validating drug repurposing signals using electronic health
records: a case study of metformin associated with reduced
cancer mortality
(Hua Xu, et al. JAMIA. 2014)
§ Objectives Drug repurposing, which finds new indications for existing drugs,
has received great attention recently.
§ The goal here – to assess the feasibility of using EHRs and automated
informatics methods to efficiently validate a recent drug repurposing
association of metformin with reduced cancer mortality.
§ Methods By linking two large EHRs from Vanderbilt University Medical
Center and Mayo Clinic to their tumor registries, they constructed a cohort
including 32,415 adults with a cancer diagnosis at Vanderbilt and 79,258
cancer patients at Mayo from 1995 to 2010.
§ Using automated informatics methods, we further identified type 2 diabetes
patients within the cancer cohort and determined their drug exposure
information, as well as other covariates such as smoking status.
§ Then estimated hazard ratios (HRs) for all-cause mortality and their
associated 95% CIs using stratified Cox proportional hazard models. HRs
were estimated according to metformin exposure.
§ Adjusted for age at diagnosis, sex, race, body mass index, tobacco use, insulin
use, cancer type, and non-cancer Charlson comorbidity index.
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Validating drug repurposing signals using electronic health
records: a case study of metformin associated with reduced
cancer mortality
(Hua Xu, et al. JAMIA. 2014)
§ Results Among all Vanderbilt cancer patients, metformin was associated
with a 22% decrease in overall mortality compared to other oral
hypoglycemic medications (HR 0.78; 95% CI 0.69 to 0.88) and with a 39%
decrease compared to type 2 diabetes patients on insulin only (HR 0.61;
95% CI 0.50 to 0.73).
§ Diabetic patients on metformin also had a 23% improved survival compared
with non-diabetic patients (HR 0.77; 95% CI 0.71 to 0.85). These
associations were replicated using the Mayo Clinic EHR data. Many sitespecific cancers including breast, colorectal, lung, and prostate
demonstrated reduced mortality with metformin use in at least one EHR.
§ Conclusions EHR data suggested that the use of metformin was associated
with decreased mortality after a cancer diagnosis compared with diabetic
and non-diabetic cancer patients not on metformin, indicating its potential as
a chemotherapeutic regimen.
§ A model that EHR data can serve as a source of robust and
inexpensive validation studies for drug repurposing signals.

Clinical research data warehouse governance for distributed
research networks in the USA: a systematic review of the
literature
(Holmes JH, et al. JAMIA. 2014)
§ Objective: Review published, peer-reviewed literature on clinical research
data warehouse governance in distributed research networks (DRNs).
§ Methods: Systematic literature review through July 31, 2013 for DRNs in
USA only.
§ Results: 6641 documents retrieved, 39 were included in the final review.
Documents were analyzed using a classification framework consisting of 10
facets to identify themes:
§ Data collation
§ Data and process standards
§ Data stewardship
§ Data privacy
§ Query alignment and approval
§ Data use
§ Data security
§ Data retention
§ Data audits
§ User training

Clinical research data warehouse governance for distributed
research networks in the USA: a systematic review of the
literature (Holmes JH, et al. JAMIA. 2014)
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Clinical research data warehouse governance for distributed
research networks in the USA: a systematic review of the
literature
(Holmes JH, et al. JAMIA. 2014)
§ Results: 6641 documents retrieved, 39 were included in the final
review. A peer-reviewed literature on data warehouse
governance is emerging, but is still sparse.
§ Even though DRNs growing in importance for research and
population health surveillance, understanding of DRN data
governance policies and procedures is limited. This is expected to
change as more DRN projects disseminate their governance
approaches as publicly available toolkits and peer-reviewed
publications.
§ Conclusions: While US-based DRN data warehouse governance
publications have increased, more DRN developers and
administrators should formalize and publish information about these
programs.

Approaches and costs for sharing clinical research
data (Wilhelm EE, et al. JAMA. 2014)
§ Brief report analyzing the costs to facilitating access to disease-oriented
research databases that promote future research and data sharing.
Prototypical example is the established (since 2004) Alzheimer’s Disease
Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI).
§ Description of the major categories of costs include:
§ (1) infrastructure and administration
§ (2) standardization
§ (3) human resources
§ (4) opportunity costs

§ Good discussion of the considerations and implications
§ Most costs borne by those sharing, rather than users
§ Sophistication, standardization adds value but also cost
§ Funding for sharing often inadequate in such research projects, despite
increasing expectation and value in sharing
§ Understanding and planning for these costs is key to success

§ Sustainability arises as a concern…
§ (topic addressed by other articles in this year’s review)

Other notable papers in this (Sharing/Reuse)
category:
§ Data collection challenges in community settings: insights
from two field studies of patients with chronic disease
(Holden RJ, et al. Quality of Life Research. 2014)
§ Framework of contextual challenges relevant to community-based
participatory research and patient-contributed data. Insights for
design of CRI solutions

§ Sharing behavioral data through a grid infrastructure using
data standards (Min H, et al. JAMIA. 2014)
§ Developed and refined a method for incorporating measures in
NCI grid-enabled measured (GEM) portal for behavioral/social
measures (i.e. smoking-related) into cancer data standards
registry and repository (caDSR).
§ Created new branch of common data elements (CDE) that extends
beyond clinical/biological, and missing terms/concepts for
behavioral measures added to NCI thesaurus.
§ An example of expanding a federated data sharing resource for
behavioral science.

CRI Methods and Systems

Exposome informatics: considerations for the design
of future biomedical research information systems
(Sanchez FM, et al. JAMIA. 2014.)
§ The environment’s contribution to health
has been conceptualized as the
exposome. Biomedical research
interest in environmental exposures as a
determinant of physio-pathological
processes is rising as such data
increasingly become available.
§ The growth of miniaturized sensing
devices now accessible and affordable
for individuals to use to monitor a
widening range of parameters opens up
a new world of research data.
§ Biomedical informatics (BMI) must
provide a coherent framework for
dealing with multi-scale population data
including the phenome, the genome, the
exposome, and their interconnections.

From:
MICHAEL WARAKSA:
MAPPING THE EXPOSOME
Theispot.com

Exposome informatics: considerations for the design
of future biomedical research information systems
(Sanchez FM, et al. JAMIA. 2014.)
§ New research data types that require changes in informatics
methods

Exposome informatics: considerations for the design
of future biomedical research information systems
(Sanchez FM, et al. JAMIA. 2014.)
§ Examples of data of interest:

Exposome informatics: considerations for the design
of future biomedical research information systems
(Sanchez FM, et al. JAMIA. 2014.)
§ The combination of these more continuous,
comprehensive, and personalized data sources requires
new research and development approaches to data
management, analysis, and visualization.
§ Article analyzes the implications of a new paradigm for
our discipline that recognizes genome, phenome, and
exposome data and their intricate interactions as the
basis for biomedical research now and for clinical care in
the near future.
§ Much work to be done here…

The National Institutes of Health's Biomedical
Translational Research Information System (BTRIS):
design, contents, functionality and experience to date
(Cimino JJ, et al. J. Biomedical Informatics. 2014.)
§ NIH developed the Biomedical Translational Research
Information System (BTRIS) to support researchers'
access to translational and clinical data.
§ BTRIS includes a data repository, a set of programs for
loading data from NIH electronic health records and
research data management systems, an ontology for
coding the disparate data with a single terminology, and a
set of user interface tools that provide access to identified
data from individual research studies and data across all
studies from which individually identifiable data have
been removed.
§ This paper reports on unique design elements of the
system, progress to date and user experience after five
years of development and operation.
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The National Institutes of Health's Biomedical
Translational Research Information System (BTRIS):
design, contents, functionality and experience to date
(Cimino JJ, et al. J. Biomedical Informatics. 2014.)
§ BTRIS filling an important gap in the information
infrastructure at NIH
§ Improving research/clinical data access and use
§ Formal modeling of research entities and terminologies are
supporting new methods by bringing together data from patient
care, clinical research and genomic research into a unified
conceptual search environment.

§ Lessons and experience (e.g. data model, Research
Entities Dictionary, user query interface, and data sharing
policies) are relevant beyond NIH to others working to
represent disparate clinical and research data to support
clinical/translational research.

Other notable papers in this (Methods/Systems)
category:
§ A European inventory of common electronic health record data
elements for clinical trial feasibility (Doods J, et al. Trials. 2014)
§ Building upon the 'Electronic Health Records for Clinical
Research' (EHR4CR). 75 data elements identified that are frequently used
in clinical studies and are available in European EHR systems. While
many key data exist, not all information that is frequently used in site
feasibility is documented via routine patient care. Insights and implications
for use of EHR data for research.

§ Development of an online library of patient-reported outcome
measures in gastroenterology: the GI-PRO database (Khanna P, et
al. Am. J Gastroenterol. 2014)
§ NIH supported GI-PRO clearinghouse, using protocol from PROMIS.
Searchable item database with quality scores attached. 8 “bins” resulted.
While many PROs available, many limited by low methodological quality.

§ Ontology-based data integration between clinical and research
systems (Mate S. et al. PLoS One. 2015)
§ Much data in EHRs not linked to standard terminology, even when
discrete. Described is an ontology-basd approach to overcome challenges
of database-level ETL definitions traditionally used to combine EHRderived data for reuse. Approach that could be more scalable than current.

Other notable papers in this (Methods/Systems)
category:
§ NOR-DMARD data management: implementation of data capture from
electronic health records (Olsen IC, et al. Clinical and Experimental
Rheumatology. 2014)
§ Implementation and use of EDC system in all Rheumatology Departments
participating in NORwegian Disease-Modifying Anti-Rheumatic Drugs registry led to
more patients in registry, lower costs, improved data quality and accessibility.

§ Understanding data requirements of retrospective studies (Shenvi EC, et
al. International Journal of Medical Informatics. 2014)
§ Study of over 100 studies exploring the data elements required for studies and their
availability in EHRs. While most frequently used items (e.g. procedures, condition,
meds) often available, 49/104 studies had complex criteria that relied in part on
data elements that could not be mapped to standard data dictionaries. Informs use
of EHRs for such studies and work to be done to improve current state/enable.

§ Frequency analysis of medical concepts in clinical trials and their
coverage in MeSH and SNOMED-CT (Varghese J, et al. Methods of
Information in medicine. 2014)
§ 425 studies at German University analyzed and coded per UMLS. Revealed that
relatively few concepts (101/5236) covered 25% of eligibility criteria in studies.
Inform concepts that should be made available in EHRs to enable research
activities like recruitment.

Participant Recruitment and Eligibility

Case-based reasoning using electronic health records
efficiently identifies eligible patients for clinical trials
(Miotto R, Weng C. JAMIA. 2015. ePub 2014)
§ OBJECTIVE: To develop a cost-effective, case-based reasoning framework
for clinical research eligibility screening by only reusing the electronic health
records (EHRs) of minimal enrolled participants to represent the target
patient for each trial under consideration.
§ METHODS: The EHR data-specifically diagnosis, medications, laboratory
results, and clinical notes-of known clinical trial participants were aggregated
to profile the "target patient" for a trial, which was used to discover new
eligible patients for that trial.
§ The EHR data of unseen patients were matched to this "target patient" to
determine their relevance to the trial; the higher the relevance, the more
likely the patient was eligible.
§ Relevance scores were a weighted linear combination of cosine similarities
computed over individual EHR data types.
§ Evaluated using 262 participants of 13 different clinical trials conducted at
Columbia University (gold standard). Ran a 2-fold cross validation with half
of the participants used for training and the other half used for testing along
with other 30,000 patients selected at random from our clinical database. We
performed binary classification and ranking experiments.

Case-based reasoning using electronic health records
efficiently identifies eligible patients for clinical trials
(Miotto R, Weng C. JAMIA. 2015. ePub 2014)
§ Figure 1: Overview of the “case-based reasoning” framework to discover eligible
patients for a clinical trial through the “target patient,” a representation of the trial
derived from the EHR data of a minimal sample of participants.

Case-based reasoning using electronic health records
efficiently identifies eligible patients for clinical trials
(Miotto R, Weng C. JAMIA. 2015. ePub 2014)
§ Figure 2: Overview of the process to derive the clinical trial’s “target patient”
by modeling the EHR data of minimal enrolled participants.

Case-based reasoning using electronic health records
efficiently identifies eligible patients for clinical trials
(Miotto R, Weng C. JAMIA. 2015. ePub 2014)
§ Figure 3:
Classification results
in terms of the area
under the ROC
curve averaged over
both the evaluation
folds.
§ A patient was
considered eligible if
its relevance score
with the
corresponding
“target patient” was
over a threshold
(ranged between 0
and 1), ineligible
otherwise.

Case-based reasoning using electronic health records
efficiently identifies eligible patients for clinical trials
(Miotto R, Weng C. JAMIA. 2015. ePub 2014)
§ RESULTS: The overall area under the ROC curve for classification was
0.95, enabling the highlight of eligible patients with good precision. Ranking
showed satisfactory results especially at the top of the recommended list,
with each trial having at least one eligible patient in the top five positions.
§ CONCLUSIONS: This relevance-based method can potentially be used to
identify eligible patients for clinical trials by processing patient EHR data
alone without parsing free-text eligibility criteria, and shows promise of
efficient "case-based reasoning" modeled only on minimal trial participants.
§ Innovative approach that adds to our toolbox of approaches for recruitment –
sorely needed.

ClinicalTrials.gov as a data source for semi-automated
point-of-care trial eligibility screening (Pfiffner PB, et al.
PLoS One. 2014.)
§ BACKGROUND: Implementing semi-automated processes to
efficiently match patients to clinical trials at the point of care requires
both detailed patient data and authoritative information about open
studies.
§ OBJECTIVE: To evaluate the utility of the ClinicalTrials.gov registry
as a data source for semi-automated trial eligibility screening.
§ METHODS: Eligibility criteria and metadata for 437 trials open for
recruitment in four different clinical domains were identified in
ClinicalTrials.gov. Trials were evaluated for up to date recruitment
status and eligibility criteria were evaluated for obstacles to
automated interpretation. Finally, phone or email outreach to
coordinators at a subset of the trials was made to assess the
accuracy of contact details and recruitment status.

ClinicalTrials.gov as a data source for semi-automated
point-of-care trial eligibility screening (Pfiffner PB, et al.
PLoS One. 2014.)
§ RESULTS: 24% (104 of 437) of trials declaring on open recruitment status
list a study completion date in the past, indicating out of date records.
Substantial barriers to automated eligibility interpretation in free form text are
present in 81% to up to 94% of all trials. Were unable to contact coordinators
at 31% (45 of 146) of the trials in the subset, either by phone or by email.
Only 53% (74 of 146) would confirm that they were still recruiting patients.
§ CONCLUSION: Because ClinicalTrials.gov has entries on most US and
many international trials, the registry could be repurposed as a
comprehensive trial matching data source. Semi-automated point of care
recruitment would be facilitated by matching the registry's eligibility criteria
against clinical data from electronic health records. But the current entries
fall short. Ultimately, improved techniques in natural language processing will
facilitate semi-automated complex matching.
§ As immediate next steps, recommend augmenting ClinicalTrials.gov data
entry forms to capture key eligibility criteria in a simple, structured format.

Effectiveness of a community research registry to
recruit minority and underserved adults for health
research (Bishop WP, et al. Clin Transl Sci. epub 2014.)
§ BACKGROUND: Recruiting minorities and underserved populations into
population-based studies is a long standing challenge. This study examined
the feasibility of recruiting adults from a community research registry.
§ METHODS: Ethnically diverse, bilingual staff attended health fairs, inviting
adults to join a registry. Examined rates of successful contact, scheduling,
and participation for studies that used the registry.
§ RESULTS: Five studies queried 6,886 research registry members (48%
Hispanic and 38% black) and attempted to contact 2,301 potentially eligible
participants; eligibility criteria varied across studies.
§ Successfully contacted 1,130 members, 51.9% were scheduled to
participate and of those, 60.8% completed their study appointment. NonHispanic whites were less likely than Hispanics to be interested, but among
those scheduling an appointment, participation did not differ by race/
ethnicity.
§ CONCLUSION: Community research registries are a feasible and efficient
method for recruiting minority and underserved adults and may address
disparities in access to and participation in health research.

Other notable papers in this (Recruitment)
category:
§ Accrual and recruitment practices at Clinical and Translational
Science Award (CTSA) institutions: a call for expectations,
expertise, and evaluation (Kost RG, et al. Acad Med. 2014.)
§ Survey of 44 CTSAs revealed insights about common recruitment
practices, services offered (or not by most), etc. Many CTSAs lack
institutional frameworks to support study accrual. Recommendations
made for improvements.

§ Automated clinical trial eligibility prescreening: increasing the
efficiency of patient identification for clinical trials in the
emergency department (Ni Y, et al. JAMIA. 2015. ePub 2014)
§ Approach to automated eligibility screening for clinical trials in an urban
tertiary care pediatric emergency department (ED). Tests involving natural
language processing (NLP), information extraction (IE), and machine
learning (ML) techniques on real-world clinical data and trials yielded
significant improvements in efficiency on retrospective data.

Other notable papers in this (recruitment) category:
§ Design and multicentric implementation of a generic software
architecture for patient recruitment systems re-using existing HIS tools
and routine patient data (Trinczek B. Applied Clinical Informatics. 2014)
§ Definition and design of patient recruitment system, identified 24 commonly
reported/requested features, 13 considered required, and implementation options
for common hospital IS environments (Germany) indicate feasibility of approach.

§ Developing a new model for patient recruitment in mental health
services: a cohort study using Electronic Health Records (Callard F, et al.
BMJ Open. 2014)
§ To address ethical, legal, technical issues, model for universal “consent to contact”
“registry” developed in UK NHS mental health system. Enables patient participation
and autonomy, and allows researchers to contact patients for future studies.

§ Feasibility platform for stroke studies: an online tool to improve eligibility
criteria for clinical trials (Minnerup J. Stroke. 2015. ePub 2014)
§ Development of feasibility platform for stroke studies (FePASS) to estimate
proportions of eligible patients for acute stroke studies. Applied FePASS to 4 recent
stroke studies. Proportion of eligible patients found to range 2.1-11.3%, and slight
variations in inclusion criteria could have substantial increases in proportions. Tools
is open access online resource.

Other notable papers in this (recruitment) category:
§ Completion and Publication Rates of Randomized Controlled Trials in
Surgery: An Empirical Study (Rosenthal R. Ann. Surg. 2014.)
§ Of 836 RCTs, discontinuation (43% surgical, 27% medical), mostly commonly to
poor recruitment (18%); non-publication (44%) rates high. Need for CRI solutions.

§ Prevalence, characteristics, and publication of discontinued randomized
trials (Kasenda B, et al. JAMA. 2014)
§ 1017 RCTs from Switzerland, Germany, Canada analyzed. 25% discontinued, only
38% of those reported to ethics committees. Most common reason was poor
recruitment. Factors associated with success and failure reported.

CRI Trends (1): Clinical Research Networks & LHS
§ Launching PCORnet, a national patient-centered clinical research
network (Fleurence RL, et al. JAMIA. 2014)
§ Describes launch of the PCORI funded network of 11 Clinical Data Research
Networks (CDRNs) and 18 Patient-Powered Research Networks (PPRNs)
§ CDRNs focused on implementing systems to support multi-institutional research
and enable rapid learning.

§ PaTH: towards a learning health system in the Mid-Atlantic region
(Amin W, et al. JAMIA. 2014)
§ The PaTH (University of Pittsburgh/UPMC, Penn State College of Medicine,
Temple University Hospital, and Johns Hopkins University) CDRN

§ The ADVANCE network: accelerating data value across a national
community health center network (DeVoe JE, et al. JAMIA. 2014)
§ ADVANCE (Accelerating Data Value Across a National Community Health Center
Network) CDRN is led by the OCHIN; integrates outpatient EHR data for over
one million federally qualified health center patients, and integrates hospital,
health plan, and community data for these patients, under-represented in studies.

§ PEDSnet: a National Pediatric Learning Health System (Forrest CB.
JAMIA. 2014)
§ CDRN including 8 AMCs, 2 disease-specific pediatric networks, 2 national
partners to form the National Pediatric Learning Health System (NPLHS)

§

CRI Trends (1): Clinical Research Networks & LHS
§ CAPriCORN: Chicago Area Patient-Centered Outcomes Research
Network (Kho AN, et al. JAMIA. 2014)
§ The Chicago Area Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Network (CAPriCORN);
collaboration across private, county, and state hospitals and health systems, a
consortium of Federally Qualified Health Centers, and 2 VAMCs.

§ The Greater Plains Collaborative: a PCORnet Clinical Research Data
Network (Waitman LR, et al. JAMIA. 2014.)
§ The GPC is composed of 10 leading medical centers (University of Kansas
Medical Center, Children's Mercy Hospital, University of Iowa Healthcare, the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, the Medical College of Wisconsin and
Marshfield Clinic, the University of Minnesota Academic Health Center, the
University of Nebraska Medical Center, the University of Texas Health Sciences
Center at San Antonio, and the University of Texas Southwestern Medical
Center). Over 10 million patients represented.

§ Developing a data infrastructure for a learning health system: the
PORTAL network (McGlynn EA, et al. JAMIA. 2014.)
§ The Kaiser Permanente & Strategic Partners Patient Outcomes Research To
Advance Learning (PORTAL) network engages four healthcare delivery systems
(Kaiser Permanente, Group Health Cooperative, HealthPartners, and Denver
Health) and their affiliated research centers to create a new network.

CRI Trends (2): Pragmatic Clinical Trials
§ The opportunities and challenges of pragmatic point-of-care
randomised trials using routinely collected electronic records:
evaluations of two exemplar trials (van Staa TP, et al. Health Technol
Assess. 2014)
§ 17 English and Scottish practies contributing EHR data to a common research
database participated. Findings: EHR point-of-care trials are feasible, although
the recruitment of clinicians is a major challenge owing to the complexity of trial
approvals. These trials will provide substantial evidence on clinical effectiveness
only if trial interventions and participating clinicians and patients are typical of
usual clinical care and trials are simple to initiate and conduct. Administrative
burdens and disruptions must be reduced to encourage participation.

§ Informed Consent for Pragmatic Trials — The Integrated Consent Model
(Kim SYH, Miller FG. NEJM. 2014)
§ Given goal to integrate clinical care and research (as in LHS), proposal is to
include documentation of informed consent through routine documentation of
discussion with patient. Once decision made to “enroll” in trial, physician performs
as regular practice, and documents that there was agreement (eg. “We discussed
the rationale, the risks and benefits of both options,” and so on) , and that a
treatment (A or B) was chosen — including the process of random selection.

§ Ethics and Regulatory Complexities for Pragmatic Clinical Trials
(Sugarman J, Califf RM. JAMA. 2014)

CRI Policy & Perspectives:
§ A new initiative on precision
medicine
(Collins FS, Varmus H. NEJM. 2015)
§ Following up on President’s call for
precision medicine initiative
§ Sure to have a major impact on and
rely upon CRI and TBI activities

CRI Policy & Perspectives:
§ NIH’s Big Data to
Knowledge (BD2K)
initiatives and the
advancement of biomedical
informatics (Ohno-Machado L.
JAMIA. 2014)

§ Editorial lead-in to special issue
dedicated to informatics solutions
focused on Big Data
§ Published in March 2014
§ Many excellent articles addressing
issues such as:
§ Technical and policy infrastructure
§ Data processing and organization
§ Knowledge generation

CRI Policy & Perspectives:
§ Finding the missing link
for big biomedical data
(Weber G, et al. JAMA 2014)
§ Brief piece on key issues facing us
as we try to leverage “big data”
§ Data sources are organized along
different dimensions of “bigness” to
help orient to the issues at play….
§ Helpful framing for so many

CRI Policy & Perspectives:
§ Finding the missing link for big biomedical data (Weber
et al)

CRI Policy & Perspectives:
§ Clinical Research Informatics
and Electronic Health Record
Data (Richesson R, et al. IMIA

Yearbook of Medical Informatics. 2014)

§ Survey of issues related to EHR data reuse
for research in context of LHS. Identification
of major challenges related to data quality,
completeness, and provenance.
§ Discussion of issues including: integrating
data from heterogeneous sources,
guidelines (including explicit phenotype
definitions) for using these data in both
pragmatic clinical trials and observational
investigations, strong data governance to
better understand and control quality of
enterprise data, and promotion of national
standards for representing and using clinical
data.

CRI Policy & Perspectives:
§ Clinical Research Informatics and Electronic Health
Record Data (Richesson R, et al. IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics.
2014)

Figure 1: Central role of CRI in a LHS

CRI Policy & Perspectives:
§ Building electronic data
infrastructure for comparative
effectiveness research:
accomplishments, lessons
learned and future steps
(Randhawa GS. J. Comp Eff Res. 2014)
§ Overview of ~$100million ARRA investment
in 12 projects managed by AHRQ to build an
electronic clinical data infrastructure that
connects research with healthcare delivery.
§ Achievements and lessons learned form
foundation for initiatives like PCORnet and
serve as guides for infrastructure
development for an efficient, scalable, and
sustainable LHS

CRI Policy & Perspectives:
§ Sustainability
Considerations for Health
Research and Analytic
Data Infrastructures
(Wilcox A, et al. eGEMs.
2014.)
§ Framework including factors
relevant to developing a
sustainability strategy:
§ Assets, expansion, complexity,
and stakeholders.

§ Each factor is described, with
examples of how it is applied.
§ These observations are presented
as lessons learned, to be applied
to other sustainability efforts.

CRI Policy & Perspectives:
§ eGEMs special issue
focused on sustainability
for healthcare data

Notable CRI-Related Events

Notable CRI-Related Events
§
§
§
§

President’s Precision Medicine Initiative
NIH Big Data initiative
FDA: Sentinel Project to follow pilot mini-Sentinel
NLM changes
§ Retirement of Don Lindberg
§ RFI to inform Deliberations of the Advisory Committee
to the NIH Director (ACD) Working Group on the
National Library of Medicine (NLM)

§ PCORnet phase 1 nearly done…
§ PCORI funding/initiatives (CDRN #2) (keep writing!)

§ Special issues related to CRI
§ JAMIA, eGEMs, JBI…

Special Journal Issues dedicated to CRI Topics
§ Completion of first ever special issue
focused on CRI methods
§ Some highlighted this year, some last
§ All worth a read
§ Topics include:
§ Secure, reliable, and reproducible capture, collection,
and re-use of data for research purposes.
§ Standards for consistently modeling and devising
informatics solutions to research information needs.
§ Approaches to accelerate science via informatics while
balancing the very real and critical regulatory and
ethical issues inherent in such activities.
§ Better understanding, visualization, and facilitation of
research collaboration networks and team science via
informatics approaches.
§ Improved user experience and CRI solution
development through better understanding of research
users’ information needs.
§ The integration of clinical practice and research
activities in order to leverage our health system for
evidence generation.

Embi & Payne, JBI, 2014

One more notable event:
Announcement of Apple Research Kit
§ Great potential for new research across populations
§ Novel consent procedures, innovation opportunities
§ Nearly 40K people signed up to participate in first 72
hours with just one of the apps (Parkinson’s study)

In Summary…
§ Maturing informatics approaches in CRI – accelerating
§ Much more activity than in years past
§ I’m sure it will only continue!

§ CRI infrastructure also maturing and beginning to drive
science
§ Multiple groups/initiatives converging on common needs
to advance the field
§ CRI initiatives and investments beginning to realize the
vision of the “learning health system”
§ Exciting time to be in CRI!

Thanks!
Special thanks to those who suggested articles/
events to highlight, particularly:
§
§
§
§
§

Philip Payne
Rachel Richesson
Adam Wilcox
Chunhua Weng
Erin Holve

Thanks!
Peter.Embi@osumc.edu
Slides will be linked to on
http://www.embi.net/ (click on “Informatics”)

